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Evidence Under The Rules 6th
Prosecutors in the Justice Department’s investigation into ex-Trump lawyer Rudy Giuliani have asked a judge to appoint a “special ...
Prosecutors Request Special Master To Sift Through Evidence Seized From Giuliani
An important look at the standard for assessing medical causality, including the Bradford-Hill factors and U.S. Supreme Court precedent.
The Fallacy of Statistical Significance Under 'Daubert'
Rules of evidence protect criminal defendants from the introduction ... and thus was previously inadmissible under the Sixth Amendment, which guarantees a criminal defendant’s right “to be confronted ...
Two Sixth Amendment claims and an ERISA lawsuit
It’s a claim that has surfaced and been debunked before, but Republican lawmakers in recent days have given it new voice: the notion that the clause in the Constitution ...
EXPLAINER: No evidence ‘3/5 compromise’ aimed to end slavery
Although Pena-Rodriguez was a criminal case based on the Sixth Amendment, the reasoning also applies to civil cases under ... no-impeachment rule has no place when it comes to evidence of racial ...
Evidence of jury racial bias in civil trial requires hearing, 6th Circuit says, citing 'crackhead' assumption
Hemphill argues that this standard subordinates Sixth Amendment rights to rules of evidence and threatens to "swallow the confrontation right itself." "Under New York's rule, defendants must ...
Justices To Decide If Defendants Can Invite Barred Evidence
The Supreme Court said the 6th Circuit ignored “ample evidence” supporting the conclusion ... Jones later admitted when the case was under post-conviction review that he was at the motel ...
Supreme Court reinstates murder conviction, says 6th Circuit ignored 'ample evidence'
The district court found the affidavit inadmissible under the anti-jury impeachment rule, Federal Rule of Evidence 606(b). The Sixth Circuit disagreed, finding that the juror could impeach the ...
Sixth Circuit Finds Jurors in Civil Cases Must be Able to Impeach Their Verdicts Based on Racial Bias During Deliberations
The Indiana Court of Appeals has upheld the conviction of a man for a domestic violence incident that took place in 2019 at an Anderson motel. According to the memorandum opinion authored by Cale J.
Appeals court rules joined cases, evidence allowed in domestic violence incident
Earlier today, the Judge Dabney Friedrich of the US District Court for the District of Columbia ruled that the nationwide eviction moratorium order issued by the Centers for Disease Control is illegal ...
Yet Another Federal Court Rules Against the CDC Eviction Moratorium
AI will help power any futuristic optionally-manned warplane and could help current F-22 and F-35 stealth fighter jets land in any terrain or weather.
How Fifth and Sixth-Generation Stealth Fighters Will Rule the Skies
Peter Gøtzsche on Denmark's declining use of depression pills for children, and why one should never stop fighting to change psychiatry.
Mental Health Survival Kit, Chapter 2: Is Psychiatry Evidence Based? (Part 9)
More than a year has passed since the Court of Appeals’ ruling in Regina Metro. Co. v. NYSDHCR and the First Department has since issued various decisions interpreting the scope of the decision. In ...
'Regina'—The Landmark Ruling, One Year Later
Mammals see with their eyes, hear with their ears and smell with their nose. But which sense or organ allows them to orient themselves on their migrations, which sometimes go far beyond their local ...
Cryptic sense of orientation of bats localized: The sixth sense of mammals lies in the eye
North Dakota police officers accused of violating a Mexican man's constitutional rights acted within their authority when they detained him during a burglary investigation on suspicion of being ...
No Error In Illegal Reentry Arrest, 8th Circ. Rules
The refusal of a person accused of drunken driving to submit to a warrantless blood test cannot be used as evidence to help prove guilt or to seek stiffer punishment, the Kentucky Supreme Court ruled ...
Kentucky court rules on warrantless blood tests in DUI cases
MINNEAPOLIS -- A man who said he has a “very negative” impression of Derek Chauvin nevertheless became the sixth juror selected ... that aside and consider the evidence in the case, was ...
Sixth juror selected at Derek Chauvin murder trial; new murder charge added
GOSHEN — Two Elkhart men accused of torturing and murdering a woman are set to stand trial for murder next week. Donald Owen Jr., 22, and Mario Angulo Jr., 20, appeared for a final hearing in ...
Gang evidence allowed in murder trial next week
Rules of court in each state ... The speaker is not under oath, but his statement is likely to be admitted into evidence if the bank is robbed and the bystander is called to testify at trial.
Legal Matters: Chauvin trial elicits question on whether hearsay evidence is admissible
Read more: New head of IHIT promises action on high-priority murder cases “Basically, the police threw out the rule ... under Canadian law that they seek extension orders to hold evidence ...
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